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Features:

 

Service Growth and the Vicious Cycle
Telecommunications service providers often struggle 
with a vicious cycle of capital availability and cash 
flow, efficient and timely delivery of services to their 
customer base, managing the quality of those to 
meet customer expectations, and the ongoing 
demand for creating a differentiated service set to 
help retain customers.

All too often, this means that service providers spend 
precious capital and untold resources on basic 
communications application infrastructure - server 
farms, routers, and monitoring systems, and more.

Carrier-Grade Infrastructure
Secure, Isolated Data and Servers
Backup  and data preservation
SIP Load Balancing
High Perf 10 Gb Switching

Fully Automated Application Hosting
Virtual or Physical Servers
Integrated communications services
Add capacity on demand

Integrated Telephony Services

Get new phone numbers / DIDs
Create routing groups
Automated interconnection

Pay ONLY for What You Use

 

Get New Services to Market FAST

Scale Quickly and Efficiently

Expand existing services without capital 
investment.
Launch new services with zero upfront costs.

Enhance existing services in days not months.
Offer new services priced for wholesale 
business applications.

Never worry about over building or not enough 
resources.
Meet growth, seasonal, or burst demand in 
zero time.

Allows IT staff to focus on innovation not 
operations
Maintain the quality your customers demand

Quality and Reliability you can Trust

With TELASTIC™ Virtual Machines 
from Pac-West, telecom service 
providers can create new 
communications-ready server 
instances on the fly, provision phone 
numbers, and start routing traffic like 
never before, and can do it without 
capital investment.  
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Resource availability 

and adaptability
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Capital Availability
Infrastructure 

scalability economics
Cash flow 

management

For thirty years, Pac‐West has provided communications infrastructure services that have enabled the 
world’s best carriers and service providers to get a competitive edge and keep it. Our established origina-
tion and termination offerings combined with our groundbreaking Telastic™ on-demand services offer 
unparalleled reliability, security, and – most importantly – value. 

Pac‐West earns your business by empowering you with the services you need – fast. We keep your 
business by providing customer service that’ll have you wondering why you ever trusted your business with 
anyone else.  

TELASTIC™ Virtual Machines

Telastic provides a unique and dramatically 
powerful solution to enable your business to 
scale with an on-demand application capacity 
environment that lets you add 
communications-optimized servers, find and 
provision numbers, and scale your applica-
tions based on the needs of your business, 
not the limitations of your capital availability.

And Since your servers are interconnected 
with the Pac-West Telastic ecosystem, you 
have instant access to additional carrier 
infrastructure, applications, and partners.

Telastic literally enables you to provide 
communications services at the speed of 
need.

About Pac-West Telecomm, Inc.

Introducing TELASTIC™  
Telastic™ is Telecom On-Demand - delivering real-time telecom services with cloud scalability, 
pay-as-you-grow pricing, and flexible delivery options.  Telastic™ products harness the power of cloud 
computing so you can unite disparate systems, rapidly grow your product line or efficiently scale your 
business. Telastic’s carrier-grade building blocks include network components, operational systems, 
and white-label applications that can be delivered as fully-managed, self-managed or infrastructure 
application services.  


